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A B S T R A C T   

Retail applications (or retail apps) have emerged as a game-changer to complement and enhance the consumer 
purchase experience. Responding to calls of prior research, this study used the Two-factor Theory to understand 
how hygiene (i.e., anthropomorphism presence-AP) and motivation factors (i.e., marketing mix- MM) influence 
consumers’ retail app continuance use intention. Consumer engagement (CE) was investigated as a mediator, 
while prevention focus and promotion focus were suggested as moderators. Data were collected from 456 
Millennial mobile shoppers and analyzed using PLS-SEM. Result from the study’s structural model suggested that 
continuance use intention was dependent on retailers’ effectiveness on engaging with consumers and estab-
lishing attractive marketing elements. CE was found to mediate the path between AP and MM on continuance use 
intention. In addition, Millennial consumers with a high prevention focus was found to emphasize MM com-
ponents in the engagement process. Some implications and suggestions for further research were discussed.   

1. Introduction 

Gone are the days when marketers announce special offers and dis-
counts on billboards or in catalogues, mailers and printed materials. The 
rise of the “always-on, constantly connected” shopper (Lamberton and 
Stephen, 2016), coupled with the rapid increase in the global smart-
phone adoption, has facilitated the growth of a mobile-dominated 
marketing world (Newman et al., 2018). Such development has 
prompted retailers to utilize retail applications (or retail apps) as one of 
the main technological tools to expand online marketing and establish a 
long-term advantage in brand building (van Heerde et al., 2019; Wang 
et al., 2018). This was increasingly evidence by the dominance of retail 
app usage, in where the volume of retail apps increasing 174% 
year-over-year (Khalaf, 2015). Indeed, the App Annie report (2018, p.1) 
have suggested 2017 was “a monumental year for the App Economy”. 

Despite retail app being touted as a magic marketing bullet, many 
companies are struggling to implement effective strategies to stimulate 
consumers’ continued usage of the retail app. A recent survey found that 
approximately 25% of apps downloaded by users were only accessed 
once (Statista, 2020), and almost 50% of retail apps were deleted within 
a week (The Manifest, 2018). The Criteo survey (2020) revealed that 

retail app retention rate was an abysmal with only 4% in the Asia-Pacific 
region. In this vein, to obtain and sustain consumer loyalty in retail apps 
is a complicated task, especially since users often encounter phone 
storage restrictions and continuous change in preferences (Newman 
et al., 2018; Robertson et al., 2016). 

At this point, it is worth acknowledging that existing literature offers 
retailers little direction as how to implement effective strategies in 
identifying factors that drive retail app continuance use intention. As 
evidenced by Groß’s (2015, p. 222) this field of mobile commerce 
research is still in the stages of infancy. Wang et al.’s (2019) recently 
noted that marketing and technology attributes should be integrated to 
achieve optimal success in online marketing. In scholarly literature, 
studies on the retail app mainly centres around using the Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM) (e.g., Taylor and Levin, 2014; Kim et al., 
2016), or the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) (e.g., Slade et al., 2015; Kang, 2014; Tak and Panwar, 2017) in 
studying consumers’ initial adoption intentions. Despite their popu-
larity, these theoretical bases (i.e., TAM and UTAUT) have been criti-
cized for only being applicable when examining users’ intention to use 
or adopt during the development stage of a technology (Park and Lee, 
2019; Fang, 2017). Taking into account retail app has reached the stage 
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of maturity, there is a need for scholars to employ a different theoretical 
approach to further understand technology post-adoption. Similarly, 
Taylor and Strutton’s (2010) study highlighted that a unifying frame-
work consisting interdisciplinary concept is warranted when exploring 
technology continuance usage. This study, therefore, responds to these 
calls by exploring the determinants that might promote post-adoption 
behavior (i.e., retail app continuance use intention) from Two-factor 
Theory (Herzberg, 1987; 1965). 

In alignment with the complexity of users’ behavior, Two-factor 
Theory is deemed to exhibit high explaining power in conceptual 
clarity (Lee et al., 2009; Bassett-Jones and Lloyd, 2005). Specifically, 
this theory articulates how hygiene (i.e., the basic component or general 
function) and motivation factors (additional factor) influence users’ 
intention to adopt a technology device (Cenfetelli and Schwarz, 2011; 
Park and Ryoo, 2013). On this account, we argue that marketing mix 
(MM) is the hygiene factor, which should be well-designed in to avoid 
non-adoption of the retail app. As evidence in literature, MM has been 
effectively used to improve consumers’ attitudes and satisfaction while 
allowing the company to build competitive advantage over time (Buil 
et al., 2013; Kushwaha and Agrawal, 2015; Melis et al., 2015). 

Meanwhile, the lack of human and social elements, as well as the 
components of trust-building was reported as main drawbacks hindering 
the growth of online marketing (Keeling et al., 2010; Schultze and 
Brooks, 2019; Shin and Choo, 2011). To address this issue, retailers are 
suggested to build on motivation factors in addition to the 

abovementioned hygiene factors by anthropomorphizing virtual plat-
forms with a myriad of interactive technology-based features (Petit 
et al., 2019; van Esch et al., 2019; Scholz and Smith, 2016). As defined 
by Guthrie (1993), anthropomorphism presence (AP) is the psycholog-
ical process of assigning human qualities or features to non-human en-
tities. An online selling platform that rich with AP (i.e., incorporating 
humanlike chatbots/virtual agents or designing a message via 
first-person narration) were found to effective in evoking users’ 
commitment and emotional attachment ((Tuškej and Podnar, 2018); 
Shin, 2019). Putting all these together, it would appear that integrating 
AP and MM within retail app strategies could reshape practical and 
emotional needs, which, in turn, stimulate continuance use intention. 

In the current digital era, (apart from providing amazing features in 
their marketing tools), it is imperative for retailers to use relationship 
marketing as a “secret strategy” to manage and sustain relationships 
with consumers. Unlike transactional marketing, which focuses on a 
“hit-and-run” approach, relationship marketing stresses on how com-
panies develop long-term value by emphasizing a consumer-centric 
relationship (Islam et al., 2019; Ndubisi and Nataraajan, 2018). Con-
sumer engagement (CE) is regarded as an approach to mediate the 
relationship with users throughout post-purchase consumption journeys 
(Osei-Frimpong and McLean, 2018; Beckers et al., 2018). Individuals 
who engaged typically display higher involvement, satisfaction as well 
as loyalty (Harrigan et al., 2018; Thakur, 2019; Islam and Rahman, 
2016). While the applicability of CE has been widely recognized in 

Fig. 1. Gaps in extant literature. Notes: The top panel reviews three themes in past literature. The lower panel identifies three research gaps that are the foci of this 
study. TAM (Technology Acceptance Model); UTAUT (Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology). 
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various studies, little remains known whether CE is able to mediate the 
links between AP and MM on continuance use intention in the context of 
retail app, hence this becomes the study’s second objective. 

Despite the study’s significance, the effectiveness of AP, as well as 
MM on CE, is may be ambiguous as impact may vary between consumers 
due to differences in personality. As a matter of fact, past marketing 
scholars have highlighted the need to integrate consumer differences in 
designing appropriate strategies to evoke positive engagement re-
sponses (Cal and Adams, 2014). A similar concern was highlighted in the 
context of information systems (IS), where researchers were advised to 
incorporate consumer differences in exploring technology acceptance 
and use (e.g., Rauschnabel et al., 2016; Wu and Ke, 2015). In accordance 
with the Regulatory Focus Theory (RFT), there are two individual dif-
ferences that may influence consumer consumption decisions that 
warrant the use of diverse strategies (Higgins, 1998, 2012). These are; 
(1) prevention focus (i.e., consumers who tend to emphasize on avoid-
ance and loss) and (2) promotion focus (i.e., consumers who most likely 
alter by presence or absence of gaining) were found to employ diverse 
strategies during their consumption decisions (Higgins, 1998, 2012). 
Likewise, both of these factors were seen as potential consumer traits 
that may moderate the paths between the antecedents (i.e., the MM and 
AP) on CE, exhibiting the third aim of this study. Therefore, all the 
above-mentioned study gaps lead to the model in Fig. 1 that reflects our 
three research objectives, namely: 

(i) To evaluate the degree to which AP and MM effect retail app 
continuance use intention. 

(ii) To examine the mediating effect of CE, 
(iii) To estimate the moderating effect of prevention focus and promotion 

focus have on these relationships. 
Taken together, the present study exhibits three novel aspects. First, 

it used the Two-factor theory to understand the consequences of an AP 
and the MM in app usage behavior. Second, it examined the indirect 
connection between CE, and last, the model is integrated with RFT to 
explore the moderating role of prevention focus and promotion focus. 
The study’s theoretical background and hypotheses are presented in the 
next section. 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1. Two-factor theory 

The Two-factor Theory (Herzberg, 1987,1965) is a well-established 
theoretical lens that is used to understand underlying factors that may 
increase an individual’s motivation. Past literature determines the 
applicability of this theory in many IS studies to investigate users’ 
motivation to use a technology device (e.g., Park and Ryoo 2013; San-
ford and Oh, 2010). At its core, the Two-factor Theory proposes that 
users’ intentions are affected by enablers (motivation factors) and in-
hibitors (hygiene factors). Specifically, hygiene factors are viewed as 
basic factors that do not necessarily increase the intention to adopt a 
technology, but in its absence, may lead to non-adoption (Lo et al., 
2016). On the other hand, motivation factors play an essential role in 
encouraging consumers to adopt a technology device (Cenfetelli, 2004; 
Park and Ryoo, 2013; Huang et al., 2018). Hence, these two factors tend 
to co-exist in the adoption of technology. 

One of the earliest studies in website development (Zhang and von 
Dran, 2000) revealed that hygiene factors are crucial to ensure the 
website’s functionality, while motivation factors act a significant role in 
a website’s added value. This view is supported by Wu et al. (2008), who 
found that hygiene factors offer general and functional operations of 
search engine design. In contrast, motivation factors contribute to 
search engine design, particularly in increasing user satisfaction. Besides 
that, the Two-factor Theory provided further insight in the context of 
cloud computing (Park and Ryoo, 2013), website design (Sambhanthan 
and Good, 2013; Zhang and Von Dran, 2000), online software services 
(Huang et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013), and mobile services (Zhou, 2013). 

However, there is insufficient evidence regarding the effect of hygiene 
and motivation factors in the retail app context. 

Therefore, we have accordingly invoked the Two-Factor Theory as 
theoretical foundation in the current study and simultaneously exam-
ining both hygiene and motivator factors is expected to provide a better 
understanding of retail app continue use intention. First, MM is high-
lighted as the hygiene factor that each app should contain to meet the 
basic needs of consumers so that they will continuously use a retail app. 
Indeed, MM is the most promising tool used to raise users’ awareness (i. 
e., download the app) (Kushwaha and Agrawal, 2015; Melis et al., 
2015). When hygiene factors and thus consumers’ basic needs are met, 
there would be fewer reasons to switch to other alternatives. Second, as 
contended by Shin (2013), creating the perception of “presence” in the 
technology-mediated environment significantly conveyed a sense of 
human contact, and subsequently stimulating a positive response from 
consumers. Hence, AP is emphasized as the motivation factor that hu-
manizes online interactions and increases sense of connectedness, which 
in turn encourages continued use of retail apps. We’d expect the study of 
hygiene and motivation factors to bring underexplored outcomes to 
surface. 

2.2. Regulatory focus theory (RFT) 

The cognitive psychology literature advocates Regulatory Focus 
Theory (RFT) as an emotional and cognitive state that elucidates how 
people implement different strategies in pursuing goals to meet their 
distinct needs (Higgins et al., 1997). Higgins’s RFT classified individuals 
based on two independent self-regulation models: promotion focus and 
prevention focus (Higgins, 1998; 2012). Theoretically, 
prevention-focused consumers are typically sensitive to the occurrence 
of negative consequence as they are more vigilant and meticulous when 
making decisions. Meanwhile, promotion-focused consumers are more 
attuned to the occurrence of positive consequences and aspire to gain 
achievements (Chang et al., 2019). Additionally, Zou and Chan (2019) 
further explained this domain based on the notion of perceived risk 
whereby promotion-focused consumers are typically risk-takers, and 
conversely, prevention-focused consumers tend to generally be more 
risk-averse. 

RFT has been employed in various past research to explain con-
sumers’ differences in decision making. For instance, in the context of 
technology adoption, Zhang et al. (2018) claimed that 
promotion-focused consumers have a preference to obtain as much 
gratifications as they can by using various different apps. In contrast, 
prevention-focused consumers tend to practice a minimalist approach in 
managing his/her needs by avoiding the undesirable consequences of 
downloading unnecessary apps. Within the domain of marketing, 
promotion-oriented consumers are found more attracted to 
promotion-framed ads (i.e., Ads that highlight potential benefits that 
can be obtained from the use of a particular product) and 
prevention-oriented consumers are prone to prevention-framed ads (i.e., 
Ads that highlight possible losses if not using a particular product) 
(Avent and Higgins, 2003). Moreover, Roy and Ng’s (2012) research 
revealed that prevention-focused consumers exhibit a more favourable 
attitude towards a product with highlighted utilitarian features, while 
promotion-focused consumers tend to favor those with hedonic features. 

Despite the potential theoretical interplay, empirical evidence that 
captures the impact of RFT in retail app context remains scant. There-
fore, building upon RFT, this study will take into account prevention 
focus and promotion focus as potential moderators for observing con-
sumer characteristics that might impact the relationships between (i) AP 
and CE as well as (ii) MM and CE. A detailed argument on these re-
lationships is elaborated in the upcoming sections. 
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3. Hypotheses development 

3.1. Drivers of continuance use intention 

Following Ou et al. (2014), we operationalize AP as two-dimensions: 
telepresence and social presence. In particular, telepresence is the extent 
to which a buyer perceives immediacy or physical distance when dealing 
with a seller (Steuer, 1992; Ou et al., 2014). The higher the degree of 
telepresence a consumer feels in an online store, the more they perceive 
to being close to a seller. Meanwhile, the concept of social presence 
refers to the extent a virtual environment can convey a sense of human 
contact, sensitivity, and human warmth (; Ou et al., 2014). In a 
computer-mediated environment, social presence is perceived to create 
a feeling of “being together with another”, which reduces the psycho-
logical distance between others (Shin, 2013). 

In recent times, the infusion of AP in online shopping websites, 
advertising, and product design has gained traction from both acade-
micians and practitioners (Gursoy et al., 2019; Laksmidewi et al., 2017). 
For instance, deployment of mascots, online chat agents, and text-based 
personification (e.g., using of first-personal pronouns like “he or she” 
rather than “it”) has been seen as the best approach to infuse AP in the 
online selling platform (Go and Sundar, 2019; Letheren et al., 2017). 
Apart from that, the integration of human-like virtual agents in retail 
websites has been suggested to enhance the perceptions of credibility 
and trust (Etemad-Sajadi, 2016), attitude (Han et al., 2019) as well as 
patronage intention (Chattaraman et al., 2014). From consumers’ per-
spectives, virtual agents act as actual salespeople that provide them with 
purchase information, such as product recommendation, special offer 
notification and payment process guidance (Liew et al., 2017). 

Correspondingly, it is expected that when a retail app is highly 
anthropomorphic with human-like features, the tendency to influence 
consumer usage will be higher. That is, an app with a high degree of 
telepresence would lead to consumers’ perception that they are well- 
informed; thus, they feel more secure when dealing with the online 
vendor (Pelet et al., 2017; Han et al., 2020). As for social presence, it is 
perceived to arouse consumers’ belief and sense of belonging, which in 
turn, increases intimacy with a particular retailer ( Shin, 2019). Based on 
the Two-factor Theory, we therefore argue that AP emerges as a com-
plementary tool (motivating factor) that drive consumers to continue 
using a retail app. The following is proposed: 

H1: An AP is positively related to retail app continuance use 
intention 

The concept of MM (McCarthy, 1960) is acknowledged as the most 
trusted and appropriate operative tool to facilitate managers and aca-
demics in achieving marketing goals, as well as in handling various 
marketing practices (Festa et al., 2016; Resnick et al., 2016; Fan et al., 
2015). In an online marketplace where products are not physically 
accessible, consumers often undertake MM as a proxy to assist them in 
making purchase decisions, interpreting the sellers’ image (Krishna-
murthy and Kumar, 2018) and minimizing their uncertainty (Faryabi 
et al., 2015). As suggested by Talpau (2014), to achieve ongoing success, 
online sellers should emphasize offering goods and services anticipated 
by consumers, both in terms of tangible (e.g., price and packaging) and 
intangible features (e.g., delivery arrangement and after-sales service). 
Moreover, existing literature has presented price, promotion and prod-
uct guarantee as the determinant factors that enhance online user’ 
satisfaction, trust and repurchase intention (Jiang and Rosenbloom, 
2005; Wu and Li, 2018). Additional research found that marketing 
factors such as price advantage and after-sales service are important 
cues used by consumers to judge an online store’s image (Melis et al., 
2015), while product assortment was found to exhibit a significant 
impact on favourable attitude towards an online store (Lombart et al., 
2018). 

By deriving insights from past studies and responding to the call of 

Gordon (2012), this incorporates product assortment, product guar-
antee, price advantage, after-sale service, monetary promotion, 
non-monetary promotion, ease of payment, and channel transparency as 
the MM in the retail app domain.1,2 Each of the components is further 
elaborated below: 

Product Assortment: a wide array of assortment (or merchandise mix) 
across the retail app. It consists of two key components: (i) product 
breath: providing a variety of product line within an app; and (ii) 
product depth: providing a deep assortment within a particular product 
category (e.g., variations in size, color, design). It is perceived that 
assortment planning is invaluable in optimizing retail app’s strategy, 
offering superior selection and greater convenience for consumers. 

Price Advantages: consumers are able to experience the benefit of 
purchasing the product at a lower price in retail app compared to 
physical stores. In fact, price advantage is the leading factor to attract 
consumers’ attention and encourage them to continue using an app as 
consumers can easily compare the price at a click of button. 

Channel Transparency: order visibility, and the ability of retail app to 
track orders from purchase to delivery. This is one of the fundamental 
prerequisites to diminish transaction risk while empowering consumers 
to manage their purchase records. 

Product Guarantee: the assurance given by retailers to reduce con-
sumers’ uncertainty regarding product quality. To encourage app usage, 
it is essential to allow consumers’ request for refund if the product 
received is not in satisfactory condition (e.g., damaged, incomplete, 
incorrect or defective). 

After-Sales Service: the provision of services after products or service 
purchase from a particular retailer. Excellent after-sales service avail-
able in retail app, such as the availability of technical support, pricing 
policies, warranties, and coverage play a pivotal role in cultivating long- 
term user-seller bond. 

Monetary Promotion: short-term incentives that are used to stimulate 
purchase of product or services, which allows consumers to buy at a 
lower price (price saving) and trigger utilitarian benefits. For example, 
11.11 Single Day sales is one such promotion that offers amazing dis-
counts and cashbacks. 

Non-monetary Promotion: reflects a promotion strategy that does not 
utilize price reductions to differentiate a brand. This strategy instead 
emphasizes on consumers’ hedonic benefits, such as free sample give-
aways and free shipping. 

Ease of Payment: refers to the extent to which consumers perceived 
the payment process is efficient and easy to use without sophisticating 
procedures. For example, many retail apps have introduced their own 
electronic wallet (e-wallet) to enable install payment for any purchase. 

Accordingly, we suggest that MM acts as the basic need (i.e., hygiene 
factor) that attract consumer to use a particular retail app. That is, a 
well-designed MM will lead to a higher continuance use intention. 
Hence, we suggest: 

H2: The MM is positively related to continuance use intention 

In this study, CE is conceptualized as a multi-dimensional construct 
comprising: conscious attention, enthused participation, and social 
connection. Corresponding to Vivek et al. (2014, p.410) definition, CE 
indicates “the intensity of an individual’s participation in and connec-
tion with an organization’s offerings and/or organizational activities, 

1 As pointed by Kalyanam and McIntyre (2002), the marketing mix element 
does not restrict to traditional 4Ps but sought to include a collection of mi-
croelements that clustered together and aims to simplify the managerial tasks. 
The continued growth mobile commerce, has forced retailers to re-tooling the 
marketing mix to adapt in the contemporary digitalize era.  

2 Retail app is considered as one of the tools to complement online selling 
strategies. Hence, the marketing mix factors that is proposed in the present 
study have similar traits as to those in e-commerce. 
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which is either initiated by the customer or the organization”. The term 
“engagement” can be viewed as a fusion of psychological state that 
motivates user’s behavioral manifestation (Brodie et al., 2011; Holle-
beek et al., 2019; Van Doorn et al., 2010). In the field of marketing, the 
impact of CE has been recognized as a significant factor by academics 
and practitioners alike. A marketing survey from McKinsey’s Data 
Matics (2014) found that strategically engaging consumers can hugely 
pay off in terms of profitability and revenues. Likewise, around 63% of 
marketers agreed that engagement behavior can result in higher reten-
tion and repeat purchase (Marketo, 2019). 

From an academic perspective, Pansari and Kumar (2017) posit that 
online patronage behavior and positive word-of-mouth may serve as 
consequences of CE. Engaged consumers who identify with the company 
and hold feelings of attachment are most likely to display positive be-
haviors, such as providing positive word-of-mouth referrals (De Matos 
and Rossi, 2008). It has also been found that loyalty can be a direct 
consequence of consumers highly engaged with a particular brand 
(Leckie et al., 2018). 

Hence, CE indicates an excellent strategy in establishing customer 
relationship, thereby promoting an uptick in retail app usage. As high-
lighted by Ryan and Jones (2012), the critical success for a mobile app 
highly depends on its capability to enhances consumers’ level of value or 
engagement. Against this background, the hypothesis is suggesting as: 

H3: CE is positively related to retail app continuance use intention 

3.2. Predictors of CE 

Along with the advancement of technology, online presence is 
becoming a “must-have” tool to create a compelling consumer experi-
ence (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016; Pantano and Timmermans, 2014). It is 
perceived that when consumers gain familiarity with human-like tech-
nology, the sense of uncertainty and complexity towards virtual retail 
environment may be mitigated (Gursoy et al., 2019; Puzakova et al., 
2015). Likewise, the research conducted by Gao and Li (2019) demon-
strated that compared to seemingly mindless features, anthropomor-
phized retail technology tends to be more reliable and trusted by users, 
and consequently influence their willingness to use. A similar outcome 
was reported in a study by Ou et al. (2014), where users were found to 
more easily and quickly develop a mutual understanding with sellers in a 
website with high AP features. As a result, AP is the extreme version of 
humanization that acts as a precursor to bridge the gap between humans 
and technology. Drawing on this notion, AP would seem like an essential 
factor to build CE in the retail app context. We argue that when con-
sumers are able to experience the AP of “being there” (i.e., telepresence) 
and “being together (i.e., social presence), they are more likely to be 
enthusiastic in using the retail app. Thus, we suggest: 

H4: AP is positively related to CE 

(Pansari and Kumar, 2017) study demonstrate that retailers can 
enhance bonding with consumers via implementing different marketing 
tactics such as on-time delivery, valuable promotion, efficient after-sales 
service, etc. A considerable number of studies have examined the posi-
tive effect of MM effects, and generally, the outcome is consistent over 
time. For example, Kim et al. (2013) contended that online marketers 
may effectively engage with users by providing them with unique pur-
chase experiences. Kim et al. (2015) claimed that the provision of sys-
tematic selling strategies in retail app results in higher user satisfaction, 
thereby enhancing company performance. Again, Bellman et al.’s 
(2011) study concurred with this finding, where the effectiveness of the 
branded app is significantly explained by user experience in terms of 
information or experiential. 

This suggests that, in the retail app context, superior engagement 
strategy depends to a large extent, on what retailers are able to offer to 
consumers. It is expected that high MM is associated with a high level of 

CE. Therefore, we propose: 

H5: The MM is positively related to CE 

3.3. The mediating role of CE 

Extant literature has suggested CE as one of the psychological 
mechanisms that incur consumers’ attachment to the company whether 
directly and indirectly, that eventually stimulate loyalty among new and 
existing users (Pansari and Kumar, 2017). Generally, consumers who are 
highly engaged are more likely to experience a sense of empowerment, 
which will eventually fosters a wide array of positive transactional 
outcomes such as repurchase intention (Islam and Rahman, 2016). 

In a similar vein, engagement was also reported as an essential factor 
to stimulate technology post-adoption behavior. As cited by Bellman 
et al. (2011), individuals are not likely to stick with any app activities, 
unless they are strongly engaged with it. Further, research by Lim et al. 
(2015) mentioned that users’ desire to continue using a commerce site 
largely depends on their degree of engagement. Based on this rationale, 
we suggest the continuing exchange behavior in retail app can be further 
enhanced through consumer engagement process. That is, CE is likely to 
mediate retail app features (i.e., AP and MM) with continuance use 
intention. Consequently, we suggest: 

H6: CE mediates the relationship between an AP and continuance 
use intention 
H7: CE mediates the relationship between the MM and continuance 
use intention 

3.4. The moderating role of regulatory focus 

In this study, we proposed that the interrelationships between app 
features (i.e., AP and MM) on CE would not be equally pronounced as 
this linkage may be affected by consumer differences. Given this case, 
we drew on RFT to examine the boundary conditions of prevention focus 
and promotion focus. According to Higgins et al. (1997), RFT sheds light 
on the process consumers use when regulating their thoughts and pur-
suing their end-states. 

By focusing on decision-making behavior, Roy’s (2017) study 
demonstrated that promotion-focused consumers preferred using im-
agery approach; meanwhile, prevention-focused orientation consumers 
preferred using analytical attributes approach. Similarly, Ozcelik and 
Varnali (2019) concluded that customized online advertisement would 
appeal more to promotion-focused consumers as they are more eager to 
obtain a timely offer. In contrast, prevention-focused consumers are less 
likely to respond favourably towards customized advertising, as they are 
more vigilant against taking potential risks (e.g., the tracking of private 
data). On top of that, relationship management research framed by RFT 
has shown that both promotion and prevention-focused individuals form 
relationship processes differently (Rodrigues et al., 2019). Specifically, 
promotion-focused consumers prefer to seek personal advancement by 
connecting with others, while prevention-focused consumers strive for 
stability in a relationship (Righetti and Kumashiro, 2012). Along with 
this reasoning, Vaughn’s (2017) research has verified that 
prevention-focused tend to emphasize feelings of basic needs satisfac-
tion as a way to predominantly minimize losses and maximize 
non-losses. 

Following this notion, it can be perceived that promotion-focused 
consumer usually exhibits a sense of eagerness and look forwards for 
high social relationship (Fournier and Alvarez, 2013). In contrast, 
prevention-focused consumers are typically more cautious; as such, they 
tend to take an “avoidance” approach to prevent mistakes (Kordrostami 
and Kordrostami, 2019). Therefore, we formulate the following 
hypotheses: 
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H8: Promotion focus moderates the relationship between AP and 
CE, as the relationship is stronger when the promotion focus is high. 
H9: Prevention focus moderates the relationship between MM and 
CE, as the relationship is stronger when the prevention focus is high. 

To avoid confounding variables or faulty results from these proposed 
hypotheses, control variables such as gender, age, education level, 
monthly expenses through app, and app usage frequency were included 
in the model. Generally, most research indicates that users who are fe-
male, well- educated, younger, spend more, and frequently using an app 
are more likely to result in high engagement and intention to continue 
use (Wottrich et al., 2018). The research model is presented in Fig. 2 and 
the methodology undertaken to examine these hypotheses is discussed 
in the following section. 

4. Methodology 

4.1. Data collection procedures 

Using a face-to-face and self-administered approach, data were ob-
tained from a sample of Millennial mobile shoppers in Malaysia. As 
Chen et al. (2019) stated, “mobile shoppers” refer to users with expe-
rience in buying products or services through mobile devices. To ensure 
respondents are able to provide valid responses, a purposive sampling 
method was utilized in recruiting respondents. They must be Malaysian, 
born between 1981 and 19963 (Millennials), and had used a retail app 
within the past six months (e.g., Shopee, Taobao, Lazada, Uniqlo, H&M, 
etc.). Data collection was conducted in various major shopping malls in 
Klang Valley, Malaysia. Klang Valley is known as one of the most pro-
gressive areas in Peninsular Malaysia, where businesses flourish and 

residents are diverse in terms of ethnicity, religion, income level, aca-
demic level, and purchasing power (Gindi et al., 2016). Based on these 
characteristics, this population is a desirable sample and represent the 
best proxy to examine retail app continuance use intention of Millennial 
mobile shoppers in Malaysia. Prior to the actual collection of data, the 
questionnaire was pre-tested with fifty respondents, with acceptable 
content validity. 

A total of 500 responses were obtained, while 44 were eliminated 
using the case-wise deletion approach, as respondents had given 
“straight-line” answers (i.e., chosen the same option for all items). Thus, 
456 Millennial mobile shoppers were included in the subsequent anal-
ysis. As can be seen in Table 1, most respondents were female (74%), 
aged between 23 and 26 years (26%) and had completed an under-
graduate degree (43%). More than a third were students (34%), earned 
between RM2,001- RM3,000 (or ~US$5,00 - US$7,50) per month 
(29%). In the same vein, most respondents used their preferred retail 
app at least once every month (35%) and had spend between RM 501 - 
RM 700 (or ~US$125 to US$175) (24%) through the app. 

4.2. Measures 

All the scales were adapted from prior research. In this study, most of 
the constructs (i.e., AP, MM, CE) were measured as higher-order con-
structs that was formed by lower-order constructs (or dimensions) 
Specifically, AP comprises of two dimensions: social presence and tele-
presence (Ou et al., 2014). MM was measured with eight dimensions, 
namely, product assortment (Ahn et al., 2014), after-sales service (Kim 
and Hyun, 2011), price advantage (Fassnacht and Unterhuber, 2016), 
product guarantee (Clemes et al., 2014), monetary promotion (Buil 
et al., 2013), non-monetary promotion (Buil et al., 2013), ease of pay-
ment (Bitner, 1992), and channel transparency (Otim and Grover, 
2006). Also, Vivek et al. (2014) three-dimension scale (i.e., conscious 
attention, enthused participation and social connection) was chosen in 
measuring CE. Both prevention focus and promotion focus were 
measured through Haws et al. (2010) scale, while continuance use 
intention was measured through Bhattacherjee’s (2001) scale. The items 
used in these constructs is shown in Table 2. 

Fig. 2. Research model. Note: dashed line box represents lower order constructs.  

3 According to the previous research, anyone born from 1981 to 1996 (ages 
ranging from 23 to 38) is considered a Millennial. In Malaysia, nine million 
consumers use smartphones to purchase online (The Borneo Post, 2018), with 
approximately 50% of Millennial mobile shoppers purchasing in this way 
multiple times each month (MCMC, 2018) 
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5. Data analysis 

Partial least squares structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM) was 
seen as the most appropriate technique to examine the relationships of 
interest. PLS-SEM uses a causal prediction approach that suits the 
prediction-oriented objective of the present research (Chin et al., 2020; 
Hair and Sarstedt, 2019). Also, this approach outperforms when 
assessing complex models, such as models that have reflective-formative 
higher-order constructs (HOCs) (Sarstedt et al., 2019a), mediation ef-
fects (Hayes, 2009) and moderation effects (Becker et al., 2018). 
Further, PLS-SEM has some useful supplementary analyses (i.e., exam-
ining endogeneity, non-linearity and unobserved heterogeneity) (Sar-
stedt et al., 2019b). In this study, SmartPLS 3.3.3 software was used to 
estimate the suggested model (Sarstedt and Cheah, 2019). 

5.1. Common method variance (CMV) 

Significant efforts were made to minimize CMV. First, a procedural 
remedy was used to reduce CMV, as two different Likert scales (i.e., 5- 
point and 7-point) were used to measure the exogenous and endoge-
nous constructs. Second, the full collinearity approach recommended by 
Kock and Lynn (2012) was used to evaluate potential adverse CMV ef-
fects statistically. As shown in Table 2, the full collinearity assessment 

Table 2 
Results of measurement model and full collinearity.  

Construct Loading 

Anthropomorphism Presence (AP)  
(i) Social Presence [α=0.786; rho_A = 0.790; CR=0.862; AVE=0.609; Full 

Collinearity=1.510]  
SP1: There is a sense of human contact with this retail app. 0.760 
SP2: This retail app has a personal touch as I interface with it. 0.738 
SP3: There is a human-like warmth associated with this retail app. 0.840 
SP4: There is a sense of human sensitivity associated with this retail app. 0.782 
(ii) Telepresence [α=0.791; rho_A = 0.792; CR=0.865; AVE=0.615; Full 

Collinearity=1.529]  
TP1: When browsing this retail app, I felt that my mind was inside the 

world created by this seller. 
0.814 

TP2: When browsing this retail app, I felt that I was immersed in the 
world this seller had created. 

0.813 

TP3: This seller-generated world seemed to me to be ‘somewhere I 
visited’ rather than ‘something I saw.’ 

0.755 

TP4: I felt I was more in the ‘real world’ than in the ‘computer world’ 
when I was browsing in this retail app. 

0.753 

Marketing Mix (MM)  
(i)Product Assortment [α=0.628; rho_A = 0.629; CR=0.800; AVE=0.572; 

Full Collinearity=1.340]  
PA1: This retail app updates with new products. 0.729 
PA2: This retail app sells various assortments. 0.775 
PA3: This retail app offers products with unique characteristics. 0.763 
PA4: This retail app carries a variety of products that cannot easily be 

found in other app stores. 
D 

(ii) Price Advantages [α=0.638; rho_A = 0.686; CR=0.804; AVE=0.583; 
Full Collinearity=1.222]  

ADV1: When selecting this retail app, shipping and handling cost was a 
major consideration. 

0.604 

ADV2: The marked price of the product was the cheapest when utilizing 
this retail app. 

0.863 

ADV3: The total price (product + shipping + handling) was the cheapest 
when utilizing this retail app. 

0.800 

(iii) Channel Transparency [α=0.882; rho_A = 0.959; CR=0.910; 
AVE=0.669; Full Collinearity=1.041]  

The expected date of receipt of the product is clear when purchasing 
through this app. 

0.748 

The delivery information is readily available when using this app. 0.842 
I know when my order has been received using this app. 0.884 
I know when my order has been shipped or is being compiled using this 

app. 
0.806 

I know when my order has been delivered or is ready to be picked up in 
this app. 

0.803 

(iv) Product Guarantee [α=0.722; rho_A = 0.722; CR=0.844; AVE=0.643; 
Full Collinearity=1.284]  

PG1: The quantity and quality of the products I received from this retail 
app are exactly the same as in my order. 

0.813 

PG2: This retail app honours their product guarantees. 0.825 
PG3: The products I ordered are delivered to me within the time frame 

promised by this retail app. 
0.767 

(v) After-sales Service [α=0.778; rho_A = 0.782; CR=0.871; AVE=0.692; 
Full Collinearity=1.284]  

AS1: In this retail app, the process of call for after-sales service is simple. 0.805 
AS2: In this retail app, the restoration of the system is fast. 0.825 
AS3: In this retail app, the result of after-sales service is desirable. 0.864 
(vi) Monetary Promotion [α=0.783; rho_A = 0.790; CR=0.874; 

AVE=0.700; Full Collinearity=1.368]  
MP1: This retail app frequently offers price discounts. 0.847 
MP2: This retail app often uses price discounts. 0.890 
MP3: This retail app uses price discounts more frequently than other 

competing brands. 
0.768 

(vii) Non-monetary Promotion [α=0.898; rho_A = 0.899; CR=0.937; 
AVE=0.831; Full Collinearity=1.269]  

NMP1: This retail app frequently offers gifts. 0.910 
NMP2: This retail app often uses gifts. 0.930 
NMP3: This retail app uses gifts more frequently than other competing 

brands. 
0.895 

(viii) Ease of Payment [α=0.578; rho_A = 0.584; CR=0.780; AVE=0.542; 
Full Collinearity=1.242]  

EOP1: This retail app has efficient payment procedures. 0.673 
EOP2: The payment procedures of this retail app seem to take a long time. D 
EOP3: The payment facilities of this retail app are easy to use. 0.793 
EOP4: Paying for goods in this retail app is straightforward. 0.738 

D 

(continued on next page) 

Table 1 
Respondent profile.  

Category  Frequency (n 
= 456) 

Percent 
(%) 

Gender Male 117 25.7  
Female 339 74.3 

Age 23–26 years old 213 46.7  
27–30 years old 103 22.6  
31–34 years old 100 21.9  
35–38 years old 40 8.8 

Education Level Secondary or below 14 3.1  
Diploma 66 14.5  
Undergraduate Degree 198 43.4  
Graduate Degree 123 27  
Postgraduate Degree or 
higher 

55 12.1 

Monthly Income Less than RM2,000 (less 
than ~ US$500) 

42 9.2  

RM2,001-RM3,000 (~US 
$500 - US$750) 

130 28.5  

RM3,001-RM4,000 (~US 
$750 - US$1000) 

107 23.5  

RM4,001-RM5,000 (~US 
$1000 - US$1250) 

50 11  

RM5,001-RM6,000 (~US 
$1250 - US$1500) 

72 15.8  

RM6,000 and above (~US 
$1500 and above) 

55 12.1 

Occupation Manager 45 9.9  
Housewife 10 2.2  
Non-Manager 98 21.5  
Student 155 34  
Self-employed 81 17.8  
Others 67 14.7 

Monthly Expenses 
through app 

Less than RM 100 (Less than 
~US$25) 

68 14.62  

RM 100 -RM 300 (~US$25 
to US$75) 

85 18.28  

RM 301- RM 500 (~US$75 
to US$125) 

98 21.08  

RM 501 - RM 700 (~US 
$125 to US$175) 

113 24.3  

More than RM 700 (More 
than ~US$175) 

101 21.72 

App Usage 
Frequency 

Daily 85 18.6  

Weekly 124 27.2  
Monthly 169 35.1  
Once Every 2–3 months 87 19.1  
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produced a variance inflation factor (VIF) between 1.041 and 1.882, 
which is less than 3.33, suggesting CMV was not likely to be an issue 
(Kock and Lynn, 2012). 

5.2. Assessing the reflective measurement model 

Various approaches were used to evaluate the constructs’ reliability 
and validity. First, the internal consistency of items was evaluated. 
Table 2 results showed all constructs had Cronbach’s alphas (α), rho_A, 
and composite reliability (CR) values exceeding the minimum rule of 
thumb of 0.70 (Hair et al., 2019). Second, the convergent validity of the 
constructs was checked using outer loadings and average variance 
extracted (AVE) scores. Table 2 showed most items met suggested outer 
loading criteria (between 0.604 to 0.930) (Bagozzi et al., 1991) and 
three items (i.e., PA4, EOP2 and EOP5) with low loading were 
excluded.4 The AVE scores illustrated all the constructs exceeded the 
suggested 0.50 minimum (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Fornell and Larcker, 
1981) (see Table 3). Finally, Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) ratio was 

used to check for discriminant validity (Henseler et al., 2015). As can be 
seen in Table 3, the constructs’ HTMT values were all below the con-
servative threshold of 0.85 (Kline, 2011), confirming their discriminant 
validity. 

5.3. Assessing the higher-order constructs (HOCs) 

Three constructs (AP, MM and CE) were reflective-formative HOCs. 
The assessment of HOC was undertaken using a disjoint two-stage 
approach5 (Sarstedt et al., 2019a). First, the convergent validity of the 
HOC was measured using a single global item, as suggested by Cheah, 
Sarstedt, Ringle, Ramayah, and Ting (2018). A redundancy analysis 
found the global single-item measure of AP, MM and CE had path co-
efficients of 0.769, 0.720 and 0.705 respectively, suggesting the 
sub-dimensions explained more than 50% of the criterion construct’s 
variance (Table 4). None of the LOCs was negatively affected by 
collinearity, as the VIF values were less than 3.33, ranging from 1.012 to 
1.669 (Table 4) (Becker, Ringle, Sarstedt, and Völckner, 2015). There-
fore, collinearity was not at a critical level for the three HOCs. Finally, 
the LOCs’ outer weights and significance were examined (Sarstedt et al., 
2019a). Both LOCs (i.e., social presence = 0.519; telepresence = 0.619) 
had a pronounced and significant effect (p<0.05) on AP, while five out 
of eight LOCs (i.e., ease of payment = 0.282; monetary promotion =
0.223; price advantage = 0.123; product assortment = 0.455; product 
guarantee = 0.292) were statistically significant (p<0.05) impacted on 
MM. However, all of the MM sub-dimensions were retained to capture its 
domain fully. Finally, the sub-dimensions for CE (conscious attention =
0.476; enthused participation = 0.505; social connection = 0.234) all 
had a significant effect. Thus, consistent with the previous research, the 
three HOCs were found to be formatively formed by several LOCs. 

5.4. Estimating the model and hypotheses testing 

Table 5 shows the VIF values for all of the exogenous constructs 
ranged between 1.067 and 1.314, suggesting collinearity is not a prob-
lem in this case (Becker et al., 2015) and indicating the path coefficients 
can be assessed with confidence. The significances of the various path 
coefficients were assessed using a bootstrapping technique with 5000 
sub-samples (Streukens and Leroi-Werelds, 2016) and the result illus-
trated that the five control variables (i.e., gender, age, level of educa-
tion, monthly expenses through app, app usage frequency) 
demonstrated insignificant effects across the model (see Table 5). Con-
trary to our hypothesis, AP did not positively influence retail app 
continuance use intention (H1: β=0.001; p = 0.49); therefore, H1 was 
not supported. However, MM did impact positively on continuance use 
intention (β=0.260; p<0.001), supporting H2. Further, CE had a positive 
influence on continuance use intention, supporting H3. Indeed, CE was 
the strongest predictor of continuance use intention (β=0.382; p-value <
0.001). Further, AP (β=0.362; p<0.001) and MM (β=0.251; p<0.001) 
affected CE positively, supporting H4 and H5. Hayes’s (2009) method 
was used to assess the mediating role of CE. As can be seen in Table 5, CE 
significantly mediated the paths between AP (p<0.001) and MM 
(p<0.001) on continuance use intention, supporting H6 and H7. Overall, 
28% of the variance in continuance use intention was explained by AP, 
MM and CE, while AP and MM are explained 24% of the variance in CE 
(Table 5). 

Following Cohen’s (2003) guidelines, CE (ƒ2 = 0.154), MM (ƒ2 =

0.082), AP (ƒ2 = 0.001) had a medium, small and trivial effect sizes on 
continuance use intention, respectively. AP (ƒ2 = 0.161) had a medium 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Construct Loading 

EOP5: Paying for goods in this retail app does not involve entering a lot of 
details. 

Consumer Engagement (CE)  
(i) Conscious Attention [α=0.827; rho_A = 0.842; CR=0.873; AVE=0.536; 

Full Collinearity=1.682]  
CA1: I like to know more about this retail app. 0.643 
CA2: I like the events that are related to this retail app. 0.625 
CA3: I like to learn more about this retail app. 0.738 
CA4: I pay a lot of attention to anything about this retail app. 0.805 
CA5: I keep up with things related to this retail app. 0.789 
CA6: Anything related to this retail app grabs my attention. 0.772 
(ii) Enthused Participation [α=0.877; rho_A = 0.882; CR=0.911; 

AVE=0.673; Full Collinearity=1.882]  
EP1: I spend a lot of my discretionary time visiting this retail app. 0.773 
EP2: I am heavily into this retail app. 0.834 
EP3: Visiting this retail app is part of my schedule. 0.883 
EP4: I am passionate about this retail app. 0.848 
EP5: My days would not be the same without this retail app. 0.758 
(iii) Social Connection [α=0.870; rho_A = 0.870; CR=0.920; AVE=0.794; 

Full Collinearity=1.418]  
SC1: I love talking about this retail app with my friends. 0.868 
SC2: I enjoy visiting this retail app more when I am with my friends. 0.909 
SC3: Visiting this retail app with my friends is fun. 0.896 
Continuance Use Intention [α=0.873; rho_A = 0.874; CR=0.913; 

AVE=0.724; Full Collinearity=1.560]  
CONT1: I intend to continue using this retail app. 0.846 
CONT2: I plan to keep using this retail app. 0.864 
CONT3: I expect to continue using this retail app. 0.869 
CONT4: If I could, I would like to continue my use of this retail app. 0.824 
Promotion Focus [α=0.640; rho_A = 0.509; CR=0.771; AVE=0.532; Full 

Collinearity=1.184]  
PRO1: When I see an opportunity for something I like, I get excited right 

away. 
0.742 

PRO2: I frequently imagine how I will achieve my hopes and aspirations. 0.612 
PRO3: I see myself as someone who is primarily striving to reach my 

“ideal self”—to fulfil my hopes, wishes, and aspirations. 
0.820 

Prevention Focus [α=0.611; rho_A = 0.633; CR=0.789; AVE=0.556; Full 
Collinearity=1.368]  

PRE1: I worry about making mistakes. 0.800 
PRE2: I frequently think about how I can prevent failures in my life. 0.766 
PRE3: I see myself as someone who is primarily striving to become the 

self I “ought” to be—fulfil my duties, responsibilities, and obligations. 
0.664 

Note: D= Item deleted; CR=Composite Reliability; AVE=Average Variance 
Extracted. 

4 The outer loading values for ADV1, EOP1, CA1, CA2, PRO2, and PRE2 were 
in the range of 0.6 to 0.7, hence those items still remain for content validation 
(Hair et al., 2017). Besides, Hair et al. (2019) have suggested that item with 
outer loading >0.40 should not be removed if the construct achieved satisfac-
tory values for convergent validity (> 0.50) and internal consistency (> 0.70). 

5 In the first stage, the LOC’s (i.e., lower-order construct) assessment were 
based on a standard reflective measurement model. In the second stage, the 
HOC was assessed using formative measurement model criteria including an 
assessment of convergent validity, an examination of collinearity and an ex-
amination of the indicators’ outer weights and significance. 
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effect size, and MM (ƒ2 = 0.077) had a small effect size on CE. Predictive 
relevance was assessed through Stone-Geisser’s Q2 statistic (Geisser, 
1974; Stone, 1974). The Q2 for continuance use intention was 0.188 and 
for CE was 0.136, as both are greater than zero, the model had predictive 
relevance. The PLSpredict technique (see Shmueli et al., 2019) was used 
to examine the prediction relevance of the endogenous construct. As 
presented in Table 6, most of the values for continuance use intention 
items had a lower prediction error (i.e., RMSE and MAE) than the linear 
model (LM), except for CONT1 and CONT2, suggesting continuance use 
intention had medium prediction power (Shmueli et al., 2019). Such a 
result is likely due to Millennials being connected to a number of tech-
nologies and digital platforms that impact on their lifestyles, preferences 
and behavior (Bento et al., 2018); thus, their behaviors are more so-
phisticated. Indeed, the prediction results show the importance of using 
Herzberg et al.’s (1987; 1965) Two-factor Theory when examining retail 
app continuance use intention, as Millennials typically have diverse 
needs when using a technological device. In this case, we have suggested 
AP, MM and CE as important antecedents that impact on continuance 
use intention. 

5.5. Robustness checks 

To check the robustness of the results, a series of supplementary 
analyses were undertaken, including nonlinearity, endogeneity, and 
unobserved heterogeneity (Sarstedt et al., 2019b). A two-step process 
was used to test for potential nonlinearities (Sarstedt et al., 2019b; 
Pierce and Aguinis, 2013). Initially, Ramsey RESET (1969) approach 

was used. The results suggested neither the partial path model of AP and 
MM on CE [F (3487) = 0.30, p = 0.823], nor the partial path model of 
AP, CE and MM on continuance use intention [F (3487) = 0.57, p =
0.637] were likely to be non-linear. In addition, we included interaction 
terms to examine potential quadratic effects. As no significant changes 
were found, it is unlikely there were nonlinear effects in our study (see 
Appendix A1). 

As this study examined several hypotheses, it is important to 
consider potential endogeneity problems that could arise if constructs 
have been omitted (Sarstedt et al., 2019b). Park and Gupta’s (2012) 
Gaussian copula approach was utilized to examine this issue.6 The re-
sults in Appendix A2 show the combinations of Gaussian copulas in the 
model. As none were significant (p-value > 0.05), we can conclude there 
are no endogeneity problems, confirming the model’s robustness (Hult 
et al., 2018). 

Table 3 
Discriminant validity result using the Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) ratio correlation.   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. After-sales service                 
2. Channel Transparency 0.073                
3. Conscious Attention 0.226 0.047               
4. Continuance Use 

Intention 
0.127 0.120 0.459              

5. Ease of Payment 0.144 0.148 0.274 0.405             
6. Enthused Participation 0.214 0.078 0.634 0.473 0.124            
7. Monetary Promotion 0.301 0.044 0.279 0.261 0.372 0.254           
8. Non-monetary 

Promotion 
0.162 0.050 0.220 0.075 0.176 0.294 0.398          

9. Prevention Focus 0.166 0.088 0.413 0.445 0.318 0.218 0.200 0.076         
10. Price Advantage 0.318 0.070 0.220 0.230 0.373 0.212 0.405 0.221 0.358        
11. Product Assortment 0.357 0.062 0.339 0.433 0.482 0.226 0.399 0.127 0.414 0.421       
12. Product Guarantee 0.463 0.045 0.243 0.253 0.293 0.234 0.394 0.290 0.092 0.279 0.255      
13. Promotion Focus 0.067 0.078 0.174 0.174 0.250 0.078 0.056 0.098 0.592 0.147 0.231 0.103     
14. Social Connection 0.107 0.047 0.414 0.368 0.098 0.542 0.151 0.262 0.219 0.114 0.067 0.195 0.084    
15. Social Presence 0.257 0.059 0.341 0.232 0.136 0.396 0.145 0.188 0.116 0.190 0.176 0.224 0.066 0.308   
16. Telepresence 0.228 0.058 0.362 0.246 0.156 0.418 0.161 0.257 0.103 0.171 0.155 0.204 0.094 0.313 0.685  

Note: HTMT<0.85 (Kline, 2015). 

Table 4 
Result of higher-order construct.  

Higher-order Construct Sub-dimension for LOC Convergent Validity Outer VIF Outer Weight Std. Error t-value p-value 

Anthropomorphism Presence (AP) (i) Social Presence 0.769 1.415 0.519 0.137 3.781 0.000  
(ii) Telepresence  1.415 0.619 0.131 4.730 0.000 

Marketing Mix (MM) (i) Product Assortment  1.222 0.455 0.109 4.180 0.000  
(ii) Price Advantages 0.720 1.195 0.123 0.106 1.164 0.245  
(iii) Channel Transparency  1.020 0.149 0.107 1.396 0.163  
(iv) Product Guarantee  1.249 0.292 0.105 2.795 0.005  
(iv) After-Sales Service  1.233 0.046 0.100 0.455 0.649  
(vi) Monetary Promotion  1.334 0.223 0.111 2.003 0.046  
(vii) Non-monetary Promotion  1.157 0.192 0.129 1.485 0.138  
(viii) Ease of Payment  1.178 0.282 0.108 2.619 0.009 

Consumer Engagement (CE) (i) Conscious Attention 0.705 1.489 0.476 0.077 6.186 0.000  
(ii) Enthused Participation  1.669 0.505 0.076 6.644 0.000  
(iii) Social Connection  1.314 0.234 0.082 2.875 0.004 

Note: VIF = Variance Inflation Factor. 

6 Before initiating the Gaussian copula approach to meet its assumptions, we 
first ran the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test with Lilliefors correction on the latent 
variable scores (i.e., AP, CE, and MM), which serve as independent variables in 
the PLS path model’s partial regressions. The results show that none of the 
constructs were normally distributed scores (see Appendix A2 that all the 
constructs’ p-value were below 0.05), allowing us to proceed with Gaussian 
copula approach. 
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Finally, potential unobserved heterogeneity was examined using 
finite mixture PLS (FIMIX-PLS) procedure (Sarstedt et al., 2017).7 Given 
the minimum sample size requirement to reliably estimate the model on 
each segment (Hair et al., 2017), we evaluated two- and three-segment 
solutions. The AIC3 and CAIC statistics, which work well in FIMIX-PLS 
contexts (Sarstedt et al., 2011) suggested the two-segment solution 
was superior. However, the entropy values were well below the 
commonly suggested 0.50 threshold, suggesting unobserved heteroge-
neity was not an issue here. 

5.6. Moderating effect 

The bootstrapping technique was used to examine the suggested 
moderation effect (Table 5). The two-stage latent interaction technique 

(Becker et al., 2018) suggested having a promotion focus did moderate 
the proposed relationship (β=− 0.012; p-value=0.392). Thus, H8 was 
not supported. In contrast, having prevention focus significantly impact 
the relationship between MM and CE (β=0.097; p-value < 0.05), sup-
porting H9. Due to positive moderating effect (β=0.097), the plot il-
lustrates that the slope of high prevention (dotted line) is steeper 
compare to low prevention focus (solid line) (see Fig. 3). Therefore, it 
can be concluded that the relationship between MM and CE is stronger 
with high level of prevention focus, compared to low prevention focus. 

6. Discussion, theoretical and practical contributions 

6.1. Discussion of findings 

The first objective of our study was to examine the antecedents that 
encourage retail app continuance use intention. Drawing on the Two- 
factor Theory (Herzberg et al., 1987, 1965), we suggested AP and MM 
(i.e., motivation and hygiene factors) as the determinants that can in-
fluence continuance use intention. Surprisingly, contradicting with the 
initial prediction, AP did not significantly predict continuance use 

Table 5 
Result of structural model.  

Path Relationship Direct 
Effect 

Indirect 
Effect 

Std. 
Error 

t-value CI VIF ƒ2 R2 Q2 

H1) AP -> Continuance Use Intention 0.001  0.038 0.017 (− 0.058, 
0.063) 

1.239 0.001(T) 0.281 0.188 

H2) MM -> Continuance Use Intention 0.260  0.05 5.283** (0.178, 0.346) 1.149 0.082 (S)   
H3) CE -> Continuance Use Intention 0.382  0.046 8.449** (0.302, 0.453) 1.314 0.154 

(M)   
H4) AP -> Consumer Engagement 0.362  0.045 7.863** (0.281, 0.436) 1.067 0.161(M) 0.236 0.136 
H5) MM -> Consumer Engagement 0.251  0.051 5.264** (0.180, 0.346) 1.067 0.077 (S)   
H6) AP -> CE -> Continuance Use Intention  0.138 0.025 5.527** (0.092, 0.191)     
H7) MM -> CE -> Continuance Use Intention  0.096 0.025 3.861** (0.045, 0.138)     
H8) AP*Promotion Focus-> CE − 0.012  0.045 0.275 (− 0.083, 

0.054)     
H9) MM*Prevention Focus -> CE 0.097  0.038 2.523* (0.045, 0.173)     
Control Variable          
Gender -> CE 0.062  0.053 1.167 (− 0.033, 

0.096)     
Age -> CE 0.051  0.040 1.266 (− 0.013, 

0.085)     
Education Level -> CE 0.024  0.060 0.407 (− 0.068, 

0.127)     
Monthly Expenses through App -> CE 0.042  0.051 0.828 (− 0.033, 

0.137)     
App Usage Frequency -> CE 0.052  0.063 0.826 (− 0.067, 

0.141)     
Gender -> Continuance Use Intention 0.018  0.051 0.356 (− 0.060, 

0.097)     
Age -> Continuance Use Intention 0.027  0.054 0.506 (− 0.038, 

0.086)     
Education Level-> Continuance Use Intention 0.040  0.054 0.745 (− 0.004, 

0.152)     
Monthly Expenses through App-> Continuance Use 

Intention 
0.042  0.051 0.828 (− 0.033, 

0.137)     
App Usage Frequency -> Continuance Use Intention 0.077  0.063 1.214 (− 0.048, 

0.152)     

Note: **p<0.05, *p<0.001; AP (Anthropomorphism Presence); MM (Marketing Mix); CE (Consumer Engagement); CI (Confidence Interval); Effect Size (T: Trivial; S: 
Small; M: Medium). 

Table 6 
Result of PLSpredict.   

PLS LM PLS-LM Predict Power  
RMSE MAE Q2_predict RMSE MAE Q2_predict RMSE MAE Q2_predict 

CONT1 0.896 0.722 0.141 0.887 0.717 0.158 0.009 0.005 − 0.017 Medium 
CONT2 0.902 0.709 0.086 0.888 0.705 0.114 0.014 0.004 − 0.028  
CONT3 0.911 0.709 0.103 0.912 0.713 0.101 − 0.001 − 0.004 0.002  
CONT4 0.956 0.761 0.083 0.961 0.767 0.073 − 0.005 − 0.006 0.01  

Note: CONT (Continuance Use Intention). 

7 Following Matthews et al. (2016), we initiated the procedure by assuming a 
one-segment solution, using the default settings for the stop criterion (10-10 

=

1.0E-10), the maximum number of iterations (5000), and the number of repe-
titions (10). 
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intention directly, although several earlier studies have found a positive 
link between AP and consumer behavior (Roy and Naidoo, 2021; Mor-
iuchi, 2021). However, it is worth it to note that AP does indirectly in-
fluence continuance use intention through CE. This coincided with the 
notion highlighted by Longoni et al. (2019), that users find humanlike 
technology less capable in understanding their needs and wishes over 
time, making the existence of AP a double-edged sword. When tech-
nology becomes more “human”, consumers may find such features 
increasingly unnerving (Davenport et al., 2020). In the case of the retail 
app, the humanized features (i.e., AP) alone is not enough to cause 
continuance use intention; the features need to also be engaging or 
appealing to consumers. This would also seem to indicate that human 
interactions cannot be replaced entirely by technology (Ostrom et al., 
2019). Instead, the relationship between consumers and retailers re-
mains the driving force behind a successful retail app acceptance 
strategy. 

Moreover, the result of this study showed that MM exerts a positive 
influence on retail app continuance use intention. The significant rela-
tionship supports the claim that MM (i.e., hygiene factor) is the basic 
need that must be fulfilled in order to maintain the use of a retail app 
(Herzberg, 1965, 1987). This once again confirmed (McCatthy’s 1960) 
idea that MM is a crucial predictor of positive behavior, such as purchase 
intention and patronage intention. When MM is well-established, it is 
easier for retailers to elicit positive responses from consumers. Besides, 
MM has been acknowledged as one of the key strategies to maintain 
relationship, and convert consumers into “patrons” in both online and 
offline platforms (Liu et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, consistent with the assertion regarding the role of CE in 
shaping consumer behavior (i.e., Flavián et al., 2019; Dwivedi et al., 
2020), this study denoted that CE is the strongest predictor in influ-
encing users to continue using a particular retail app. Earlier literature 
exhibit anecdotal evidence that engagement is particularly important to 
create a constant connection and seamless experience across online 
selling platforms ( Gursoy et al., 2019). This implies that it is imperative 
for retailers to shift away from traditional marketing and to instead 
adopt a collaborative approach to engage with their target market, (i.e., 
receiving and responding to their feedback). 

Compared to MM, AP may play a more substantial role in enhancing 
CE (as indicated by higher effect size). As predicted, when AP is high, 
users can feel and sense warmth, and thus they are likely to engage more 
with the retail app. This result is in line with previous literature, which 
also found product and technology with anthropomorphism 

characteristics have a positive impact on perceived enjoyment (Baker 
et al., 2019), trust (Peng and Ke, 2015), and willingness to pay (Yuan 
and Dennis, 2019). The act of “humanizing” online platform is indeed an 
effective way to increase virtual “presence”, as well as to gain visibility 
and sales (Baker et al., 2019). Therefore, it can be concluded that AP is a 
key factor in determining users’ stickiness and engagement towards a 
particular retail app. In addition, MM was found to influence CE. Un-
deniably, MM has consistently reported a positive impact on consumer 
behavior (i.e., Chatterjee, 2018; Wu and Li, 2018). In the online selling 
platform, MM remains a set of tactical tools that should be used by the 
retailers to maintain and sustain retail patronage and performance 
(Berman and Evans, 2010). This study offers evidence on the role of MM 
in coordinating and building a long-term relationship with target con-
sumers in the online market (i.e., retail app), adding to the limited 
literature in this area. 

In the second objective, we aim to examine the mediating role of CE. 
Indeed, our findings have shown that CE is a significant mechanism that 
links retail app features (i.e., AP and MM) to continuance use intention. 
Corresponding to Wang et al.’s (2019), retail app with a combination of 
excellent marketing and technology attributes (i.e., MM and AP) did 
enhance CE to achieve optimal marketing goals (i.e., continuance app 
usage). As stated by Dessart et al. (2016), engagement is a necessity to 
facilitate continuance interaction. The current finding is consistent with 
those of de Oliveira et al. (2016) and Harrigan et al. (2018), who re-
ported the mediating effect of CE on retail device usage intention. 
Therefore, contemporary marketing should consider customer-centric 
strategies by creating emotional bonding (i.e., build and boost rela-
tionship with users) through the “engagement” process. In this case, 
when AP and MM are enhanced, CE becomes the key factor that 
contribute to retail app continuance usage. 

The last objective focuses on investigating the moderating role of 
consumer differences (i.e., prevention focus and promotion focus) in 
bringing differential effect on CE. In this study, the moderating results 
showed that prevention-focused consumers are more likely to use MM as 
a cue in engagement decision. As predicted, MM to CE path is stronger 
among consumers who are higher in prevention focus. Such interaction 
infers that MM is prevalent in heightening engagement among high 
prevention-focused consumers. As highlighted by Liang et al. (2013), the 
desired state of prevention-focused is the absence of negative outcomes, 
which they aimed at minimizing loss. That is, prevention-focused con-
sumers prefer to “play it safe” by focusing on important marketing in-
formation to prevent potential loss from over-committing their 

Fig. 3. Interaction plot (Marketing Mix*Prevention Focus).  
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engagement level. The significant finding corresponds to the formative 
characteristics of the target sample in this study (i.e., Millennials) who 
are more sceptical and pragmatic compared to other generations (Lad-
hari et al., 2019). As outlined by Millennial Marketing Production 
(2010), a vast majority of Millennials are labelled as “Gen-Frugal”, a 
generation who are more cost-conscious and vigilant towards pro-
motions and special offers. This segment of consumers will emphasize 
more on MM features as they want to avoid potential future losses by 
knowing more about product, price, and promotion information. 

On the other hand, the interaction analysis indicated that AP on CE 
did not differ across the low and high promotion-focused consumers. 
The insignificant moderating effect specifies that AP to CE relationship is 
robust across high or low promotion-focused Millennials. That is, AP 
influence on CE is not conditional on Millennials’ differences on being 
promotion-focused. Parallel with other studies, AP is found as one of the 
practical tools to stimulate engagement (Tuškej and Podnar, 2018). This 
phenomenon largely coincides with the characteristics and lifestyle of 
the Millennials, who live a fast-paced and socially connected lifestyle. As 
noted by Parment (2013), Millennials are characterized as technological 
natives, complete with full information, making this generation cohort 
less loyal and more demanding. As such, the implementation of AP in 
technology (i.e., retail app) can significantly contribute in enhancing a 
sense of immersion, presence and confidence (Poushneh, 2018; van Esch 
et al., 2019), regardless of whether the targeted Millennials are high, or 
low promotion-focused. 

6.2. Theoretical contributions 

The present study contributes to the literature in three different as-
pects. First, this study extends the use of the Two-factor Theory (Herz-
berg, 1965, 1987) to the context of the retail app. Tracing its roots to IS 
theories, both “hygiene” and “motivation” factors are essential in 
motivating the continuance use of technology among users. Responding 
to (Wang et al.’s, 2019) suggestion, both MM (i.e., hygiene factor) and 
AP (i.e., motivation factor) should be integrated to create an optimal 
retail app marketing strategy. In particular, the results of this study 
established that MM represents a vital cue that need to be incorporated 
in driving retail app continuance use intention. Regardless of offline or 
online settings, MM acts as a necessary foundation to develop a suc-
cessful marketing strategy that meets the needs of consumers. 
Conversely, AP only indirectly impacts continuance use intention 
through CE. Despite the apparent benefits of anthropomorphic features 
reported in previous literature, this study’s finding suggests that AP 
should not be used solely to replace humans, thus adding value to 
existing knowledge. In addition, it is noteworthy that AP is a 
double-edged sword, where users may find human-like technology less 
capable of understanding their long-term needs (Longoni et al., 2019). 
Therefore, it is crucial for IS researchers to consider engagement as one 
of the more important tactics to influence continuance use through AP. 

Second, our findings unveiled a mediation process whereby retail 
app features (i.e., AP and MM) influence consumers’ continuance use 
intention via CE. Most notably, it demonstrates that relationship man-
agement (i.e., engaging with users) is desperately needed, both in 
physical and online spaces. Such findings echo previous claims that the 
toolkits of user-retailer relationships have moved beyond mere trans-
actions to become more sophisticated (Steinhoff et al., 2019; ThaiChon 
et al., 2019). A high level of engagement in the digital world is often 
referred to as the “flow” (Osei-Frimpong and McLean, 2018), which can 
lead to positive responses, such as the intention to continue using a 
particular technology device. Through this, our research complements 
prior studies by offering a comprehensive understanding of the 

mechanism that improves continued app usage. Accordingly, the critical 
role of relationship management, especially in engaging Millennial 
users, should be given more attention in future IS studies. 

Third, most previous studies have implicitly assumed homogenous 
user behavior across the app feature-engagement link, without consid-
ering the boundary condition of consumer differences. This study ex-
tends this stream of research by applying Higgins’s (1998, 2012) RFT to 
explicitly test the moderating role of consumer differences in the context 
of the retail app. The findings discovered that prevention focus moder-
ates the relationship between the MM and CE relationship; nevertheless, 
promotion focus does not moderate the relationship between AP and CE. 
This indicates that all promotion-focused consumers, whether high or 
low, rely on AP for engagement purposes. Moreover, RFT was applicable 
in explaining how high prevention-focused consumers tend to use MM in 
deriving engagement. As a result, these empirical findings fill the 
existing literature gap and offer novel insights into the role of consumer 
variations in the relationship between app features and CE, particularly 
in the context of the retail app. 

6.3. Practical contributions 

Apart from advancing literature through theoretical contributions, 
this study also offers substantial contributions from the managerial 
aspect. Of the factors examined, CE exhibits the highest effect on 
continuance use intention. The results of mediation showed that the 
effectiveness of app features (i.e., AP and MM) on retail app continuance 
use intention was primarily depended on the retailer’s effectiveness in 
engaging with users. Strategically, retailers are suggested to introduce a 
compelling MM to the retail app that comprises of rich product assort-
ments, reliable product guarantee, low price deals, excellent after-sales 
service, attractive monetary and non-monetary promotions, a secure 
payment system, as well as transparent shipping information as a 
compelling marketing strategy. This will enable retailers to engage with 
Millennial mobile shoppers and eventually stimulate their intention to 
continue using a retail app. Also, they are suggested to boost emotional 
bonding by anthropomorphize the retail app with more humanizing 
features, such as using human-like chatbot, 3D image, animation, and 
first-person language (e.g., “I”, “you”, etc.) as the best means to create an 
immersive experience. Without doubt, they should regard the formation 
of excellent consumer engagement as a long-term asset to uphold the 
continuance use of a retail app, which in turns drives advantageous 
business performance. 

On the other hand, retailers should consider how different types of 
users may engage with different kinds of functions. According to the 
findings, prevention-focused consumers are more likely to appreciate 
the components of MM in determining their engagement level. Similar 
to other online selling tools, MM is one of the more important cues that 
assist in alleviate barriers when using the retail app, especially for 
prevention-focused consumers. In this case, retailers may be able to 
engage with prevention-focused consumers if they able to develop an 
authentic and fair MM that meets the expectations of mitigating loss. For 
example, consistency communicating to users in terms of delivery effi-
ciency, reliable promotion, detailed purchase information, great after- 
sales service, etc. These strategies will, in turn, increase users’ trust 
and reduce the perception of loss. 

Furthermore, we provide implications for IS managers (i.e., app 
developer), particularly in improving the development and execution of 
functional features. Humanizing the retail app by making it look, sound, 
and feel more human is the secret recipe for attracting users to get 
engaged with the app. Accordingly, app developers are suggested to 
embed more humanized features within the retail app using a 
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conversational interface (chatbot), voice recognition, live streaming 
video when the products are displayed. These strategies are expected to 
enhance the feelings of users “being there”, giving them the feeling of 
being physically present in an online store. Furthermore, it is suggested 
that the app to have built-in featured that can facilitate human warmth, 
sensitivity, and contact, which can improve the interpersonal relation-
ship between users and retailers. For instance, by implementing artificial 
intelligence machine that able to analyse their location, past interaction, 
past buying behavior, demographics, and etc., will provide opportu-
nities for retailers to display/deliver personalize content to each user 
(Dacko, 2017). Through this personalize interaction, such features may 
create a feeling of humanity between the retailer with user (transmitting 
messages tailored to each consumer’s special queries and needs), thus 
stimulate engagement behavior. 

7. Conclusion and future research directions 

We drew on Two-factor theory to develop and examine a model of 
Millennial mobile shoppers’ intentions to continue using a retail app. 
The results provide answers to the first objective, that is, continuance 
use intention was positively influenced by MM, but not AP. We also 
provided evidence that CE is an important mechanism that should not be 
overlooked in establishing a positive impact between MM and AP to-
wards continuance use intention, which addressed the second objective 
of this study. With regards to third objective, we found the relationship 
between MM and CE was stronger for prevention-focused consumers, 
thus adding to our understanding of consumer characteristic that impact 
on CE. 

Despite these findings, the study has some limitations. First, data 
were only collected in Malaysia, making it impossible to see whether 
cultural values play a role. Future IS research can reexamine this issue by 
collecting cross-country data. The research committee suggested 
continuance use may be impacted by national culture (Sunny et al., 
2019; Wang et al., 2017), hence it would be useful to investigate the 
similarities and differences between Millennial’s behaviors across 
different countries. Second, the composition of respondents chosen in 
this study were unequal, for instance, number of female is greater than 
male. To overcome sample self-selection bias, it is suggested to apply the 
weighted PLS (WPLS) algorithm as a possible solution to ensure sample 
representative while avoid imperfections in terms of non-response and 
non-coverage (Cheah et al., 2020). Third, the insignificant relationship 
between AP and continuance use intention portrays an interesting di-
rection for future studies. As remarked by Steinhoff et al. (2019), privacy 
issues have emerged as one of the key concerns in the ever-changing 
digital landscape. Human-like virtual agents may put forth the notion 
of the “uncanny valley”, where humans tend to perceive humanoid 
interaction as a threat that evokes a sense of unease (MacDorman and 
Chattopadhyay, 2016; Gray and Wegner, 2012). A recent study by 
(ThaiChon et al. 2019) alluded that privacy infringement is one possible 
reason that leads to value destruction in online marketing. To consoli-
date existing knowledge, it would be interesting for future IS research to 
examine how privacy concerns, as a boundary condition, may 
strengthen or weaken the relationship between technology features and 
continuance use intention. 
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Table A3 
Result of the unobserved heterogeneity using the FIMIX approach.   

Number of Segments 
Criteria 2 3 

AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion) 2499.33 2497.22 
AIC 3 (Modified AIC with Factor 3) 2514.33 2520.22 
AIC 4 (Modified AIC with Factor 4) 2529.33 2543.22 
BIC (Bayesian Information Criteria) 2562.34 2593.83 
CAIC (Consistent AIC) 2577.34 2616.83 
HQ (Hannan Quinn Criterion) 2524.07 2535.15 
MDL5 (Minimum Description Length with Factor 5) 2934.37 3164.28 
LnL (LogLikelihood) − 1234.67 − 1225.61 
EN (Entropy Statistic (Normed)) 0.233 0.496 
NFI (Non-Fuzzy Index) 0.286 0.521 
NEC (Normalized Entropy Criterion) 377.995 243.648  
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